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Purpose: Ultrafast single-shot T2-weighted images are com-

mon practice in fetal MR exams. However, there is limited

experience with fetal T1-weighted acquisitions. This study

aims at establishing a robust framework that allows fetal T1-

weighted scans to be routinely acquired in utero at 3T.
Methods: A 2D gradient echo sequence with an adiabatic

inversion was optimized to be robust to fetal motion and

maternal breathing optimizing grey/white matter contrast at

the same time. This was combined with slice to volume regis-

tration and super resolution methods to produce volumetric

reconstructions. The sequence was tested on 22 fetuses.
Results: Optimized grey/white matter contrast and robustness

to fetal motion and maternal breathing were achieved. Signal

from cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and amniotic fluid was nulled

and 0.75 mm isotropic anatomical reconstructions of the fetal

brain were obtained using slice-to-volume registration and

super resolution techniques. Total acquisition time for a single

stack was 56 s, all acquired during free breathing. Enhanced

sensitivity to normal anatomy and pathology with respect to

established methods is demonstrated. A direct comparison

with a 3D spoiled gradient echo sequence and a controlled

motion experiment run on an adult volunteer are also shown.
Conclusion: This paper describes a robust framework to per-

form T1-weighted acquisitions and reconstructions of the fetal

brain in utero. Magn Reson Med 80:137–146, 2018. VC 2017
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INTRODUCTION

MRI is an invaluable tool with which to assess brain
development, and there has been a growing demand for
in utero brain imaging for diagnosis and research. The
workhorse sequence for fetal MRI is single-shot-fast-spin-
echo (ssFSE), predominantly used for T2w (weighted)
imaging (1,2), but also applied with inversion recovery
(IR) preparation for T1w imaging (3). In general, ssFSE
acquisitions are characterized by both high contrast and
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and they provide consistent
image quality with robustness against artefacts caused by
motion. To keep the specific absorption rate (SAR)
within acceptable safety constraints (4,5), it is common
to reduce the refocusing angle of the radiofrequency (RF)
pulses in the FSE echo train, and this results in mixed
signal pathways with contributions from both stimulated
and spin echoes, causing the signal evolution to depend
both on T1 and T2 (6). The addition of an inversion
recovery preparation as applied in the snapshot inver-
sion recovery (SNAPIR) approach (3) combined with a
centric phase encode order shifts the balance toward
T1w, but the inversion time was constrained to be short
to preserve motion robustness by limiting the time for
differential movement between inverting a slice and
reading it out. Although a measure of T1 weighting was
achieved by this sequence, it lacks sensitivity to pathol-
ogy involving hemorrhage, which is generally better
visualized by spoiled gradient-echoes (GE) sequences,
although as currently performed, the latter is very
motion-sensitive (1) (e.g., the use of 3D GE VIBE
sequence targeting the fetal brain has been reported [7],
but this scan often requires multiple repeats run under
breath-hold conditions). There remains an unfulfilled
need for GE T1w methods that are robust to motion and
that do not require a breath hold, so that reliable com-
prehensive T1w and T2w examinations can be achieved
for the fetus as a direct parallel to routine practice in ex
utero brain imaging. The approach reported in this paper
seeks to address this need by exploring snapshot GE
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methods that can freeze fetal motion while still provid-
ing sufficient contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) to be suitable
for clinical diagnostic use as well as for scientific stud-
ies. As a first step, this work explores the optimal param-
eter space that maximizes T1 contrast between grey and
white matter in the fetal brain while attenuating the sig-
nal from the CSF and amniotic fluid. The mechanism by
which contrast is generated is similar to a 3D MP-RAGE
sequence (8), although achieving a snapshot capability
results in a 2D acquisition and therefore we will refer to
it as 2D MP-RAGE. To render the sequence robust to ana-
tomical displacements between inversion and readout
caused by fetal motion and maternal breathing, a thicker
inversion slab than the encoded slice is used. A fast sin-
gle shot GE readout is then used to freeze fetal motion.
Furthermore, the robustness of the sequence to motion is
assessed by direct comparison to VIBE and via a con-
trolled experiment on an adult moving volunteer.
Finally, a simple rearrangement of the sequence building
blocks as proposed in (9) was introduced allowing a
much more efficient execution and hence a reduction of
total scan time while preserving contrast. A clinical case
is also presented and compared to established methods.
Slice-to-volume (SVR) registration and reconstruction
methods (10,11) to achieve full high resolution 3D ana-
tomical depiction of the fetal brain anatomy were also
tested for the proposed acquisition and a sample result
is presented in the Supporting Information (see Section
1.1 in the Supporting Information and Supporting Fig.
S1). A precursor approach that has since been improved
on has been presented in abstract form (12).

METHODS

Our sequence is designed to:

1. provide the desired contrast with adequate SNR

ratio
2. be robust to spontaneous fetal motion and to mater-

nal breathing
3. be as efficient as possible thereby limiting total scan

time

Each of these is discussed in turn.

Optimizing CNR

Given the performance issues noted above for the SNA-

PIR sequence (3), this work focused on gradient echo

methods and requirement 2 drives toward snapshot

approaches based on slice-selective short pulse repeti-

tion time (TR) spoiled sequences. Spoiled gradient echo

(SPGR) and inversion recovery magnetization prepared

rapid acquisition gradient echo (MP-RAGE) methods

were compared in a simulation. The sequence structure
of the latter is represented in Figure 1. To achieve robust
inversions, an adiabatic pulse (arrow) is applied and
then the longitudinal magnetization recovers back
toward equilibrium during an inversion time (TI). Fol-
lowing this, a gradient echo readout (represented in
Fig. 1 with a box labelled RAGE), which requires appli-
cation of a train of RF pulses of flip angle a each sepa-
rated by a TR period, disturbs the recovery for the entire
readout duration (TL). Finally, a post readout delay (TD)
can be introduced for magnetization recovery. We define
the time between inversion (TS) as TS¼TIþTLþTD.

To investigate an optimal operating point for all con-
trast parameters, 2 simulations were carried out: the first
quantifies contrast in the SPGR, and the second in the
MP-RAGE sequence. All simulations used literature T1

values (13) for CSF and neonatal white and grey matter
at 3T (4000, 2800, and 2000 ms) to explore optimal set-
tings. For the SPGR sequence, a steady-state value was
obtained using the Ernst angle formalism (14) for differ-
ent a-TR combinations. Contrast between grey and white
matter was then calculated as the difference of the trans-
verse magnetization expressed in % and referenced to 1.

For the MP-RAGE sequence, 3 subcases were consid-
ered. The first sequence achieves full motion tolerance
using a non-selective inversion, whereas the second is
slice-selective. A slab-selective sequence, whose struc-
ture lies in between, is characterized by an inversion
thickness considerably larger than the encoded slice.

In the non-selective case, when the number of
acquired slices is sufficient, the application of a train of
global inversions at intervals TS sets up a steady state.
This steady state is sampled 1 slice at a time, and then it
is reasserted during subsequent TS periods. The situa-
tion differs substantially with a slice-selective inversion,
as the inversion pulses only act on their designated slice
so do not contribute in determining an initial steady-
state value for the magnetization of other slices. Further-
more, because many slices are needed to cover the fetal
brain with margin for motion, we can reasonably assume
that fully recovered magnetization before any inversion
is achieved for a wide range of relevant readout dura-
tions and TI (or, equivalently, that TS ! 1). Finally, the
achieved inversion to inversion time in the slab-selective
sequence will lie in between these 2 extremes.

To investigate contrast, the forward simulation was
divided into 3 steps: first, an initial steady-state value of
the longitudinal magnetization was obtained using the
Ernst angle formula for a wide range of TS values. The
magnetization is then allowed to evolve by T1 recovery
for increasing TI to determine the longitudinal magneti-
zation immediately before the RAGE loop. Finally, the
signal evolution through the RAGE module is obtained
by alternating excitations Mzþ ¼Mz� � cosðaÞ and signal

recoveries Mzþ ¼ M0 � ðM0 � Mz� Þ � e�
TR
T1

h i
for differ-

ent combinations of the repetition time TR and the flip
angle a. In here, M0 ¼ 1 is the magnetization at equilib-
rium and Mz� and Mzþ are, respectively, the longitudinal
magnetization before and after each process. Contrast
between grey and white matter is calculated as in the
SPGR simulation from the difference in predicted tissue

FIG. 1. Basic inversion recovery gradient echo structure: inver-

sions and readout are represented with arrows and boxes respec-
tively. Timings of the sequence are also indicated.
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signals when the center of k-space is acquired. In all

simulations and in vivo, a center-out phase encoding

order is adopted.

Motion Robustness

Motion can disrupt the sequence performance in 2 dis-

tinct ways. First, movement during the RAGE module

causes motion artefacts and blurring and therefore it is

advantageous to minimize TL. More generally, the use of
short readouts in the context of fetal imaging has always

been recommended (1,2,7,15). However, reducing this

time limits the achievable combinations of in plane reso-

lution and field of view although this can be mitigated
to some extent using SENSE (16) or Grappa (17). In past

work, we have found that a time per full RAGE module

<1250 ms is sufficient to freeze fetal motion for most sli-

ces acquired during a fetal examination. Second, move-
ment during the inversion time TI can cause sampled

slices to contain non-inverted magnetization. In (3), this

issue was addressed by limiting the time delay TI to 400

ms. However, optimal performance in terms of contrast
and SNR may require longer TI periods, so in this work

other approaches have been explored. Complete immu-

nity from movement during TI can be achieved by

employing a non-spatially selective inversion. As
described in the previous section, the application of a

train of global inversions at intervals TS sets up a

dynamic steady state. If TS is short, then there can be

significant saturation of longitudinal magnetization
throughout, reducing both SNR and CNR, so that the

time between inversions can become a critically limiting

parameter. An intermediate approach is to simply

increase the thickness of the inverted slab so that its pro-
file is considerably thicker than the one used for the

slice-selective gradient echo readout. This approach is

more flexible allowing adjustment of the amount of

motion that can be accommodated during TI, but it must
be combined with a suitable slice interleaving strategy as

it is then a requirement that successively inverted slabs

do not overlap in space. As many slices are needed to

cover the fetal head, there is substantial scope in this
regard and the approach inherently increases TS and

hence potentially ameliorates problems of saturation

without sacrificing total scanning time. In this study, to

create reasonable room for the inversions, the selected
slice acquisition order was 1–7–14. . .2–8–15. . .42, so that

it was possible to set the inversion slab thickness to

18 mm (i.e., 4.5 times larger than the slice thickness of
the gradient echo readout).

Motion Experiments

The robustness of the sequence to motion is assessed in
2 distinct experiments. The first compares the proposed
slab-selective 2D sequence with 2 variants of VIBE (7),
and the second is a motion-controlled brain experiment
on an adult volunteer comparing 2D versus 3D MP-
RAGE.

VIBE experiment. Two subjects of 31þ 6 and 34þ 5
weeks were scanned with/without spectral attenuated
inversion recovery (SPAIR) pulses (18) for efficient fat
suppression using VIBE (7).

Sequence parameters were: field of view 300� 330�
100 mm3 with in plane resolution matched to 2D MP-
RAGE (see below) and 4 mm voxel size along the second
phase encode, foot/head (FH). Similarly to what was used
in (7), TR, TE, and flip angle were 3.7 ms, 1.98 ms, and
9�, respectively. To further shorten the echo train length
allowing breath holds scans in pregnant women, a SENSE
factor of 2 was used along the anterior/posterior (AP)
direction (first phase encode) in conjunction to partial
Fourier factors of 0.7 and 0.85 along AP and FH. With
these settings, the achieved acquisition time per volume
was 9.4 and 11.7 s, respectively, and the shot duration
was slightly different because of the absence/presence of
SPAIR pulses in between contiguous kz planes. Finally,
in the free-breathing scans, 20 volumes were acquired in
total for an acquisition time of 188 and 234 s.

Adult volunteer. In the adult experiment, we compare a
(modified) 2D MP-RAGE scan with a conventional 3D
MP-RAGE sequence on an adult moving volunteer.

Because it is not feasible to match contrast for these 2
scans without compromising performance of either or
both, we opted to run each in a way that is individually
tuned. Therefore, the 3D sequence was adapted directly
from a standard high contrast vendor adult protocol, and
the 2D sequence was kept close to the fetal protocol (see
below). This meant that there was little internal brain tis-
sue contrast in the latter, but because it has a high CSF–
brain contrast, any motion-related issues would be
clearly seen.

Both scans had 1 mm in plane resolution and a field of
view (FOV) providing coverage of a cubic region measur-
ing 240 mm along AP, right/left (RL), and FH directions.
Furthermore, they had identical shot durations of 1126

FIG. 2. Conversional (a) versus proposed approach leading to maximal efficiency (b). In both figures, inversions and GE modules are
represented with arrow and boxes and different colors encode different slice locations.
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ms, which was kept close to the one used in the fetal

sequence. The 3D scan had 1-mm section thickness and

the 2D scans had 2.2-mm slice thickness. Both would

later be reconstructed to 1 mm isotropic voxels. The 2D

scan used an inversion slab thickness of 17.6 mm, and a

shift of 2 to reduce scanning time (see Efficiency), for a

TS of 12 s and TI of 2500 ms (i.e., the same inversion

time as in the fetus) (see below). In total, 110 slices were

acquired with slice order: 1–11–. . .101–2–12–102–10–

20. . .–110. Each 2D scan took 2 min and 16 s and there

were 4 repeats (1� transverse, 2� sagittal, and 1� coro-

nal), taking a total of 9 min and 4 s.
Other parameters for the 3D case were: SENSE factor

1.84 along the primary (RL) phase encode direction. TI,

TR, TE, and flip angle were 900, 8.4, 3.8 ms, and 8�,
respectively. Total scan time was 7 min and 33 s. Finally,

in the 2D scan, SENSE factor, TR, TE. and flip angle

were matched to 3D MP-RAGE.
The full protocol was run twice in the same session—

once with the volunteer (26-year-old male) staying still

and once with the subject instructed to move once every

10 s and then to rest. This motion pattern was chosen to

represent typical fetal head motion, where the fetus often

alternates brief periods of activity, particularly rotations of

the head, interspersed with longer quiet periods (19). To

ensure reproducibility between different scans, motion

triggering was achieved by a tone played through the sub-
ject’s MR-compatible headset. SVR was finally used to
reconstruct the 2D MP-RAGE data into 3D volumes.

Efficiency

Long inversion times and, in the case of global inversions,
long durations for TS can result in excessive acquisition
time with very low efficiency. Slab-selectivity speeds up
the acquisition compared to the global inversion for a fixed
level of contrast, but simple-slice interleaving approaches
(Fig. 2a) in which inversion and readout are treated as a
single block result in massive inefficiency with the scanner
being idle for as much as 70% of the time for some rele-
vant TI and TL combinations. We therefore implemented a
sequence modification that allows full interleaving of
inversion pulses and RAGE modules to minimize dead
time (9). More specifically, Figure 2a shows the conven-
tional 2D MP-RAGE sequence as implemented in our scan-
ner, whereas Figure 2b shows the fully interleaved
structure for a case with 5 acquired slices. Different colors
signify different slice locations. The efficiency of the fully
interleaved approach depends on the relationship between
TI and TL, with the optimum being achieved when the for-
mer is an exact multiple of the latter. In the example of
Figure 2b, the applied shift is equal to 1 slice location. In
the case of the in vivo sequence, given that 2 readouts

FIG. 3. (a) Contrast between grey and white matter in steady-state gradient echo as a function of TR and flip angle a. The dash line rep-
resents the optimal settings for SNR using the Ernst angle formula. (b) MP-RAGE contrast simulations. In blue, contrast between grey
and white matter as a function of the inversion time TI (quantity evaluated at k¼0). In green and yellow: same quantity using TS values

of 8470 and 3630 ms. (c) Evolution of the longitudinal magnetization for grey (blue), white (green) matter, and CSF (yellow) for 2D MP-
RAGE against a readout formed by 113 phase encodes, TR of 10 ms, and flip angle of 15 �. TI¼2500 ms and TS is approaching infinity.

FIG. 4. Transverse slice of a 32-þ3-week-old fetus acquired at increasing TI values (1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000 ms).
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could fit within the inversion time TI that maximizes con-

trast (see below), the number of shifts is 2. Note that to

ensure that initially acquired slices have the correct con-

trast, it is necessary to introduce dummy inversions equal

to the applied shifts (indicated by the asterisk in Fig. 2b).

Experimental Factors

All slices data was acquired with a FOV of 320� 320 mm2,

encoded at 1.5 mm isotropic in plane resolution. To accom-

modate a typical fetal head up to late gestational age,

120 mm coverage is required and this was assumed to be

acquired using at least 42 slices. To explore SNR issues,

tests included thicker slices with overlap as needed to pre-

serve constant slice spacing. A range of interleaved slice

orders were available to allow flexibility needed to avoid

slice cross talk and to achieve motion robustness. When-

ever possible, the phase encoding direction was set to be

AP, which requires less encoding. Scans were all per-

formed with the mother in the supine position (20).
The approach was tested on 21 fetuses ranging from

26 to 38 weeks gestational age (wGA) and a clinical case

FIG. 5. Data acquired (a) coronal and

(b) sagittal to a fetus of 26 weeks with
2D slab-selective MPRAGE.

FIG. 6. : 2D MP-RAGE (a) and 3D VIBE (b and c) run on two subjects of 31þ6 and 34þ5 weeks (first and second rows). b and c) Free

breathing and breath hold VIBE scans. In the second experiment, SPAIR pulses for efficient fat suppression were employed.
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of 30 weeks. Written informed consent was obtained

from all the women. All data in this study was acquired

on a Philips 3T Achieva scanner using a 32-channel car-

diac array coil wrapped around the abdomen.
Stacks of T1-weighted data were acquired transverse,

sagittal, and coronal to the fetal head or to the maternal

abdomen. Other parameters were TE of 4.8 ms, readout

with minimum bandwidth to maximize SNR, and a SENSE

factor of 2. Taken together, the above settings imply 113

phase encode steps with a total RAGE readout time of

1130 ms. Finally, all data acquired in a single examination

was reconstructed jointly at 0.75 mm isotropic resolution

using SVR (11), and 1 example is reported in Supporting

Figure S1 in Supporting Information Section 1.1.

RESULTS

Figure 3a shows grey–white matter contrast of the

steady-state SPGR sequence plotted as a function of

repetition time TR and flip angle a. The dotted line fol-
lows the optimal settings for SNR, obtained using the
Ernst angle formalism for a T1 value of 2000 ms. The
blue line in plot Figure 3b shows the same quantity as in
Figure 3a plotted as a function of the inversion recovery
time TI for the slice selective 2D MP-RAGE sequence
(hence TS ! 1).

In Figure 3c, the behavior of the longitudinal magneti-
zation as a function of time during the RAGE module for
CSF, white, and grey matter is plotted for the TS ! 1
and TI of 2500 ms, which is close to a global optimum.
The readout is formed by 113 phase encodes, TR of 10
ms, and a flip angle of 15�.

The comparison between Figures 3a and 3b (blue line)
suggests 2 things: first, a higher contrast can be achieved
with an inversion pre-pulse (maximum of �6.1% with a TI
of �2.5 s) than the steady-state gradient echo sequence
(maximum of �1.4% for the best TR-a combination); sec-
ond, whereas in Figure 3a the choices for optimal contrast

FIG. 7. Motion experiment run on an adult
volunteer. First and second rows: 3D MP-
RAGE data without and with motion. Third

row: 2D MP-RAGE data acquired coronal
to the brain during motion. Fourth row:

SVR reconstruction obtained by combining
4 orthogonal views.
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and SNR do not necessarily coincide and hence a trade-off
has to be made, in Figure 3b, given that contrast is set by
TI using a centre-out k space order, there is more opera-
tional room for SNR optimization. In practice, increasing
TR increases SNR but rapidly makes the shot duration
excessive causing vulnerability to motion, and a high flip
angle saturates the signal quickly. In this study, the final
values for TR and a were chosen as the result of these
trade-offs during in vivo tests for a fixed encoding matrix.
Note also that in Figure 3c, this combination for TI, TR,
and a suppresses the signal from CSF (and amniotic fluid)
throughout the echo train. Figure 4 shows the comparison
between different data sets acquired at increasing TI values
on a subject of 32þ 3 weeks (1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000
ms). Whereas at TI¼ 1500 ms the brain tissue appears
close to being nulled and the CSF is inverted (see arrows),
the image at TI¼ 2000 ms shows inconsistencies at the

CSF-brain tissue boundaries (arrows) because of destructive
signal interaction (negative longitudinal magnetization for
CSF versus positive in brain tissue within the same voxel).
The image at 2500 ms has the CSF nulled and grey–white
matter boundaries that are clearly distinguishable (arrow).
At 3000 ms, the SNR is greater because of a higher degree
of recovery, but contrast is decreased.

The yellow and green lines in Figure 3b report the
simulated grey-white matter contrast using the global
inversion and the slab-selective inversion for values of
TS of 3630 and 8470 ms, respectively. These values cor-
respond to the times between successive inversion
pulses operating on the same spatial locations for
sequence parameters required to achieve typical resolu-
tion and coverage suitable for fetal brains up to term age.
Note that in each case there is an optimal contrast, but
this decreases and shifts to larger TI values as TS

FIG. 8. Artefact free data (left) and

slab-inversion motion artefact (right)
deriving from motion during the inver-

sion recovery time TI in 4 different
subjects.
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declines. Although a global inversion would ensure
robustness to motion at all TIs, a longer TS is generally
preferable—and therefore, in this study, the slab-
selective sequence was chosen as the best compromise
between complete motion robustness and enhanced
contrast.

Figures 5a and 5b show coronal and sagittal T1 data
acquired on a fetus of 26 weeks of gestation. In both
images, grey and white matter are easily distinguishable,
whereas the signal from CSF and amniotic fluid is uni-
formly nulled. Fat, muscles, and soft maternal tissue
appear bright because of their short T1. Despite the sub-
stantial amount of motion present in the second scan,
grey and white matter are still distinguishable in the
native sagittal plane.

In what follows, we compare the proposed approach
to 3D VIBE (7). Figure 6 shows 2D MP-RAGE data (Fig.
6a) and a 3D single shot VIBE sequence run during free
breathing (Fig. 6b) and during a breath hold (Fig. 6c)
with and without fat suppression using SPAIR pulses
(1st and 2nd rows). By comparing the data in Figure 6,
the following observations can be made.

First, artefacts deriving from maternal respiration sig-
nificantly degrade the quality of the acquired data in
both VIBE acquisitions, especially in the regions close to
the fetal head. This is because of the long echo train
length required for VIBE where, in 9.4 and 11.7 s the
mothers often perform multiple breaths. Furthermore, all
of the 20 volumes in the non-breath hold scans were
damaged. The breath hold scans (Fig. 6c) show a lower
level of damage, but are not as artefact free as would be
hoped. We attribute this to challenge of the mothers to
achieve even the limited duration of the required breath
hold.

Second, and in accordance with the simulation of
Figure 3, increased contrast between grey and white
matter can generally be observed with 2D MP-RAGE as

opposed to 3D VIBE, which is a steady-state gradient
echo sequence. This disparity is made worse by the
inherent requirements of VIBE where, for motion and
respiration robustness, the shortest TR must be used,
whereas longer TRs and higher flip angles are required
for increased contrast (Fig. 3a).

Figure 7 shows the results obtained in the adult exper-
iment. The first and second rows report the 3D MP-
RAGE data acquired without and with motion. Motion
artefacts spread along all 3 orthogonal directions when
the subject moves because of the individual shots being
inconsistent with each other (21). The third row shows
2D MP-RAGE coronal data acquired during the motion
condition. Here, the disruption caused by motion is
mostly evident in the through slice direction, whereas
individual slices are less damaged in the native plane
(Fig. 7, center). The fourth and last row reports the result
of SVR reconstruction, which produces 3D volumetric
image data that is free of significant motion corruption.
As expected, grey–white matter contrast was poorer in
all 2D scans. This is because of the shorter T1 of the
adult brain (22) compared to fetal brain, in combination
with the long inversion time that was used. The latter
parameter had to be kept long to null the signal contribu-
tion from the CSF, which otherwise would have been
negative. Luckily, in the fetal case, the TI that maximizes
gray–white contrast roughly corresponds to the point
when the CSF nulls (Fig. 3c).

Although the sequence was designed to be robust to
motion, there can be instances in which 2D MP-RAGE
fails, and examples from examinations on 4 babies are
shown in Figure 8. In these examples, rotations and
translations during the inversion time TI were so large
that the gradient echo readout excited a slice outside the
inverted slab, and hence it read fully recovered magneti-
zation that appears brighter than the surrounding tissue.
This type of artefact requires large motion excursions

FIG. 9. (a) Proposed sequence versus standard SNAPIR. Fetal pituitary is indicated by the red arrow. (b,c) Sagittal scans comparing 2D
MP-RAGE, SNAPIR, and a T2 single-shot acquisition. Arrows indicate the location of pathology consistent with a diagnosis of tuberous

sclerosis. The SNAPIR sequence was acquired at a resolution of 1�1�4 mm3 with TI of 400 ms. The T2 single shot scan at
1.25�1.25�2.5 mm3 with a TE of 180 ms and a TR of 30.9 s.
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and, in most of the cases, the problem does not arise.
Out of the total 4536 slices that were collected from all
subjects in this study, only 39 (0.8%) were affected.
Furthermore, and as mentioned above, a global inversion
could cope with this problem at the expenses of
efficiency—and a sequence with equivalent contrast
properties would indeed require �6 min to run, as
opposed to 56 s for the proposed slab-selective approach
(or 2 min 30 s without optimal inversion and readout
arrangement).

Finally, a scan on a clinical subject is presented com-
paring our approach with SNAPIR. The SNAPIR
sequence (3) gives excellent tissue contrast but key fea-
tures of the brain may not be well visualized because of
loss of short T1 signal (e.g., the fetal pituitary gland).
Our optimized T1 sequence retains all short T1 elements
within the brain (Fig. 9a) with excellent detection of the
fetal pituitary on a subject of 30 weeks, identification of
which is important when evaluating the fetus with a
midline defect such as agenesis of the corpus callosum.
Fetal brain pathology includes a variety of short T1

lesions such as hemorrhage or sub-ependymal nodules,
the depiction of which is more readily seen with the T1

sequence than SNAPIR (Figs. 9b and 9c). Single-shot T2

FSE are also reported as reference and its acquisition
parameters together with the SNAPIR sequence are
described in the figure caption.

DISCUSSION

Assessing the health of the fetus is standard clinical
practice to exclude both genetic and acquired abnormali-
ties and to ensure appropriate growth and development.
This is routinely performed with ultrasound (US), how-
ever, numerous studies confirm the additional impor-
tance of MR imaging. In current practice, the clinical
assessment of the health of the fetus with MR is mainly
performed using single-shot T2w FSE. Other clinical
sequences include diffusion-weighted images (23), rapid
gradient echo bSSFP images (19), spectroscopy (24), and
rapid gradient echoes with either T1 or T2 contrast (1).
However, T1w imaging is both less used and poorly opti-
mized then T2w imaging.

There are formidable challenges to overcome during a
fetal MRI exam, as the fetus lies within the mother and
it performs its own sporadic and unpredictable move-
ments. Therefore, motion is a core issue for any fetal MR
scan. In this study, a T1-weighted acquisition that maxi-
mizes contrast between grey and white matter in the fetal
brain is explored. The approach, with the primary aim to
decrease the effects of motion, uses a combined approach
that integrates the classical single shot readout paradigm
to freeze motion and a thick slab inversion. Because the
long inversion time needed for contrast preparation cre-
ates an inefficient sequence, a simple modification (9)
was introduced and a 2.67-fold reduction in total scan
time was achieved without loss in data quality. Finally,
slice to volume registration and super resolution recon-
struction (11) was used to achieve full 3D representation
of the fetal head at 0.75 mm isotropic resolution (see
Supporting Information Section 1.1 and Supporting Fig.
S1). The sensitivity of the sequence to pathology is

compared to standard methods in an example clinical

case. Robustness against motion is also assessed by

direct comparison to other techniques.
As shown in Figure 8, the slab-selective approach can

occasionally fail especially in the presence of very

marked fetal motion. An alternative strategy is repre-

sented by the use of a non-selective inversion, at the cost

of either saturating the signal and hence ruining contrast,

or increasing total scan time considerably by inserting a

post readout delay. The use of multiband imaging, where

several slices are excited simultaneously and the sensi-

tivity information from all coils is used to unfold the sig-

nal, represents an attractive way to speed up acquisition

(25). However, a multiband factor of 6 would be needed

to match contrast and total scan time to the described

slab-selective sequence. It is clear that such a high accel-

eration would incur in large SNR penalty and be prone

to unfolding artefacts, suggesting that the slab-selective

approach is likely to remain the more efficient of the

two.

CONCLUSION

The present work proposes an efficient high contrast

motion tolerant approach to perform T1 acquisitions and

reconstructions of the fetal brain in utero. It shows prom-

ise for both detection of pathology and may be valuable

for quantifying fetal brain development.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of
this article.

Fig. S1. SVR reconstruction. First row: stack of data acquired on a fetus of
32 1 2 weeks. Second row: slice to volume and super resolution
reconstruction.
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